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ABSTRACT 

The paper presents the results of the research on application of the equation describing the 
increase in the air volume flux in buoyant plume above a point heat source to calculate plumes 
in rooms with displacement ventilation: 

V=kvQ113 (z+zv/13 
The tests carried out in test room have given information about practical defining of the 
distance from the origin, assuming entrainment coefficient values and possibilities of 
assuming equal widths of temperature and velocity profiles in order to determine the origin 
distance. They have also informed whether it is possible to use the model of plume above a 
point heat source in an enclosure where displacement ventilation is applied. The tests were 
preceeded by an analysys of buoyant plumes, on the basis of available literature data. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The model describing the increase in volume flux of a plume above a point heat source 
in an unbounded space: 

V=kvQ113(z+zv/11 (1) 
poses a problem of the choice of proper values of kv coefficient, which describes the air 
entrainment by the plume, and of so-called origin distance Zv . The above equation ( l) makes 
it possible to calculate, in a relatively simple way, the plume volume flux and could be applied 
in displacement ventilation designing. 

The test of various free plumes, carried out so far, have proved that kv coefficient values 
vary between 0.0040 and 0.0082. The values ofzv also vary within a wide range of parameters 
and are calculated by means of different equations, relating these values with parameters such 
as heat source diameter or the value of velocity profile width measured in the plume. In 
practice, the discrepancies in assuming Zv and kv values uay result in differences of the order 
of 200 - 300%. 

The aim of the research, the results of which are presented in the paper was to define 
values of kv and Zv more precisely in order to increase of the accuracy of volume flux 
determination in plumes. The research covered plumes in rooms where displacement 
ventilation was applied. The tests were proceeded by an analysis of available literature data 
regarding both free plumes and plumes occuring in enclosures with displacement ventilation 
as well as without ventilation. The answers to the following questions were sought: 
- how to defme the origin distance in practice ? , 
- how to relate the plume visualisation with the plume width? 
- can temperature profile width be assumed instead of velocity profile width in order to 

determine the origin distance? 
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- can the model of plume above a point heat source be used to determine the volume flux in 
plumes in enclosures with displacement ventilation and what is the accuracy ? 

The tests employed visualisation where laser �as used as the light source and the plume 
was observed in the plane formed by a laser beam. The use of an eight-channel anemometer 
made it possible to verify experimentally, on the way of measurements, the value of the ratio 
of temperature and velocity profile widths in the plume which is often assumed equal one in 
the literature available. 

VOLUME FLUX IN PLUMES 

The volume flux in plumes can be determined from a relatively s!rnple relation resulting 
from the model of plume above a point heat source (PPHS) i.e. a holding true in the self
preserving zone of plume developing in an unbounded space, in environment without thermal 
stratification: 

V = [37r2/Jg m + p ]UJ 
QI/Jz//J = kvQ113z/13 

2cPp m2 p (2) 

In this equation the distance from the origin (virtual point heat source) should include 
the distance from the top of the heat source, zb=z+zv . The equation should be therefore used 
in practice as: 

V=k.Q113 (z+z.)513 

where: 
z - distance between the top of the heat source and the cross-section considered 
zv - distance between the top of the heat source and the origin 
m, p - distribution and velocity coefficients in PPHS 

(3) 

It is easy enough to determine the plume enthalpy flux Q , from the heat source balance. 
The enthalpy evaluation error, if there is one, does not effect the volume flux value 
significantly since the enthalpy exponent in Eq. 3 is 113. The other two parameters on which 
the calculated V value depends, have been assumed so far in an arbitrary way. The following 
relations for calculation of the origin distance depending on the heat source width, D , can be 
found in the literature available: 

zv=D; z.=1.7D; zv=2D; zv=2.5D1·14 zv=3D; (4) 
In practical calculations the above discrepancies may cause results different even by 200 

- 300%. The available values of the other parameter in Eq. 3 are also different. Table 1 shows 
the values of kv coefficient suggested by different authors. 

Table 1 Comparison of k. coefficient values 

No Author k. 
I Schmidt 0.0074 
2 Rouse 0.0047 
3 Abramowicz 0.0082 
4 Shepielev 0.0055 
5 George 0.0063 
6 Nagakome 0.0057 
7 Popiolek'87 0.0080 
8 Kofoed'91 0.0040 

The table shows that the kv values which can be found in the literature may be almost 
twice different. If inaccuracies in the origin defining and in kv coefficient determination are 
taken into account together, the calculation results may differ even several times. The results 
of the analysis of the volume flux increase are affected essentially by the proper defining of 
the plume origin position with the use of the method suggested in [1,2], where plumes 
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developing in the environment, without thennal stratification are analysed. It may be proved 
that the origin position depends on Archimedes number value a:t the boundary cross-section of 
the mean flow self-preserving zone. When analysing the volume flux increa8e it is assumed 
·that zv value is determined on the basis of the measured profile width values. If the 
measurement shows that the velocity profile width is Rw1 at the height z1 above the heat 
source, the origin distance ought to be calculated froin the relation: 

zv= 7. 75Rw1 - ZJ (5) 

ANLYSIS OF THE AVAILABLE RESULTS OF PLUME MEASUREMENT 

On the basis of the available experiment results the ways of volume flux calculation 
employing the PPHS model were verified. The analysis covered more than 40 plumes 
presented in Table 2: In real plumes, enthalpy excess is often reduced considerably when the 
height above the heat source increases, whereas PPHS model refers to plumes in the 
environment where no stratification is observed and assumes a constant enthalpy excess value. 
In the plume analysis it was assumed that the enthalpy flux value was equal to the value 
measured at the beginning of the self similarity of mean motion zone. The analysis results are 
shown in Fig. I 

T bl 2 D th h' h th fl al d a e ata on e pi umes m w 1c e vo ume ux was an 1vse 

Entalphy flux Number of 
Heat source measured Qo cross-section 

- w -

human body 10-30 8 

sphere, d=35mm 15 3 
sphere=700mm 17 3 
cylinder, d=15mm, h=l20mm 25 3 
plate d=500mm 380 9 
cvlinder, d=55mm, h=l50mm 80-350 106 
olate d=356mm 20-250 125 
cylinder, d=320mm, h=l200mm 
radiator, h=600mm, 1=600mm -100 4 
squared olate, 300•300mm 270-600 10 

100 .. . .. . ; ...... � . . ! ··�· ·H ......... . ·-·-· 
. .............. .. . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . ··:- . ... ·� - .. �-. -:- -
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Author 
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Mierzwinski 
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Popiolek 

Peter Kofoed 

Irma Welling 
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Fig.I Air volume flux in buoyant plumes (symbols described in Table 2.) 
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The data presented in Fig. 1 show that the experiment results of the volume flux increase in 

buoyant plumes may be generally described by Eq. 3, with the accuracy ±20%, after having 
assumed kv=O. 006. The general description is possible if the distance from the origin is 
determined on the basis of the plume width measured at the beginning of the self similarity of 
mean motion zone. The origin position cannot be defmed only on the basis of dimensions of 
the heat source and its thermal power. 

DETERMINATION OF THE PLUME ORIGIN DISTANCE BY MEANS OF FLOW 

VISUALISATION 

Since it is sufficient to know only the widths of the plume parameter profiles in order to 
determine the origin position, flow visualisation was employed in the tests. The tests consisted 
in the flow in a free buoyant plume recording and simultaneous temperature measurement. A 
VHS camera and PC computer were used for the recording and the flow pattern analysis, 
respectively. Fig. 2 shows a single shot of the recorded flow picture. 

The temperature distributions were measured with a multichannel thermometer 
assuming the averaging time 180s. Ten shots, recorded every 20s were selected for analysis. 
The plume diameter and origin distance were defmed from the flow picture at the height 1.2 
m. The temperature distribution and the plume diameter are compared in Fig. 3. 

Fig.2 A single shot of the recorded picture of flow in a buoyant plume 

3.5 �----------�---

3 
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0.5 

0-1-----..-::____i'---1----l----1---'--�----< ·0.3 -0.2 -0.1 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 
distance from the plume axis, m. 

Fig. 3 Comparison of temperature excess distributions in a buoyant 
plume and the plume diameter observed during flow visualisation 
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The measurements have proved that the average plume diameter Dav corresponds to 
about two widths of the temperature profile, R, . The point most distant from the plume edge 
observed defines the maximum diameter of the plume Dmax corresponding to about three 
widths of the temperature profile. Thus, when the plume diameter Dmax is determined at the 
height z1 above the top of the heat source, the origin distance may be expressed by the 
following relation: 

zv=2.6Dmax -z1 (6) 
Most of the plumes analysed developed in the environment where thennal stratification 

was observed. It seems, however, that the method of volume flux determination above a point 
heat source may be used for plumes in environment both with or without thennal stratification. 
In order to check whether it is possible to use the method to calculate the latter in rooms with 
displacement ventilation some other tests were carried out. 

TESTS OF AIR VOLUME FLUX IN BUOY ANT PLUME IN A ROOM WITH 

DISPLACEMENT VENTILATION 

The tests were carried out in a room of cubature 27 m3 and height 3m. Different heat 
sources were simulated by a buoyant plume generator and the enthalpy flux of the plumes was 
150 - 300W. The air was supplied to the room through two quasilaminar diffusers placed just 
above the floor and removed through an outlet in the ceiling. The ventilating flow rate in the 
room during the tests was 50+ 150 m3/h (l.85+3.7h"1). The measurement stand diagram is 
shown in Fig. 4. 

The measurement stand was equipped with a movable system for temperature 
measurement in the plume and a stationary system for temperature measurement in the plume 
surroundings. The values of the enthalpy flux in the initial plumes, the plume Archimedes 
numbers, starting temperature and ventilating air amount in the room, assumed in the tests, are 
shown in Table 3. The table 3 presents also z. values obtained for different plumes at different 
air flow rates in the room test. Having assumed rectangular velocity profiles, Archimedes 
number values were determined from the relation: 

(7) 

B-B 

heat source 

Fig. 4 Measurement stand diagram 
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Table 3 Values of the origin distance, zv , for the plumes tested at 
different ventilating air flow rates 

V m3/h N, Aro/Q 
0.05 I 150 O.Dl I 180 0.008 I 370 

50 (1.9 h"1) z.= 0.03 Zv = -0.02 z.= - 0.05 

100 (3.7 h"1) Zv = 0.45 z,,= 0.37 z.= - 0.07 

The data presented in Table 3 show that Zv values vary and rise when the ventilating air 
flow rate increases. The range of the origin distance variability refers more to weak plumes of 
low initial enthalpy flux. For stronger plumes the effect of the air supply appears only at 
higher amounts of the ventilating air. 

The value of A. ratio expressing the ratio of temperature and velocity profile widths is 
about one. It confirms the assumption made so far that temperature and velocity profile widths 
are the same. When assuming A.= 1 the error does not exceed ±10%. which is illustrated in 
Fig. 5. When analysing A. ratio values it may be noticed that they rise when the distance from 
the heat source increases. At small heights, velocity profile widths, Rw are greater than 
temperature profile widths, R1 • When the height increases, the relation is opposite. 

2.0 

1.5 

1.0 

0.5 -

0.0 

o Ar=0.008 ; 0=370\1\ 
ti.Ar=0.01; Q=180W 
oAr=0.05; Q=150W +10% 

�===a � 0 0 a � � --

-10 % 

I ' 

1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 2.2 
height, h m 

Fig. 5 The temperature and velocity profiles widths ratio A., versus height above the heat 
source. 

Fig. 6 shows the results of air volume flux measurement in a plume. The results, 
similarly to the ones shown in Fig. 1, are all included in an area defined by two lines 
expressed by the relations: V/Q113=0.0048(z+z./13 and V/Q113=0.0072(z+z.}513• 

It proves that the value kv =0.006, the most often assumed in calculations, is statistically 
correct and the error does not exceed ±20%. Apparently, the value of kv coefficient depends 
neither on the initial Archimedes number, Aro nor on the heat source power, Qo . This is 
illustrated by Fig. 7. Only slight difference in kv values is observed and in practice it may be 
assumed that the value of kv is constant. However, a rise in kv is observed when the 
ventilatin� flow rate VN is increased, from kv=0.0059 for Vn=50m3/h to kv=0.0066 for 
Vn=lOO m /h. It may be explained by the fact that increase in the ventilating air flow rate, 
results in the turbulence increase in the plume surroundings due to the effect of the supply jets. 
Turbulent flow in the plume surroundings intensifies the entrainment process and it is 
reflected in kv coefficient value. 
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Fig. 6 Air volume flux increase in buoyant plumes with displacement ventilation 
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Fig. 7 Coefficient kv dependence on Aro and Qo 
CONCLUSIONS 

1. It is possible to determine the increase in the air volume flux in buoyant plumes with the use of 
the model of plume over a point heat source not only for free plumes arising in environment 
where there is no thennal stratification but also in rooms with stratification. It refers to rooms 
with displacement ventilation in the range of parameters covered by the tests. 

2. The asswnption of equal widths of the air temperature and velocity profiles in buoyant plumes 
Rw=R1, when the origin distance zv is determined according to Eq. 5, has been confirmed in the 
case of plumes developing in rooms with displacement ventilation, and the accuracy acquired is 
±10%. 
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3. The entrainment coefficient value k,, = 0.006, assumed so far, is statistically correct in the cases 
covered by the testS and the error does not exceed ±20%. 

4. When the ventilating air flow rate is increased, kv value may rise due to the effect of supply jets. 
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